Detecting and Preventing Data Exfiltration
Introduction

Circa 2014. The cyber security landscape or the ‘ThreatScape’ as we call it, has changed, again. The emergence of new business models and technologies has seen a recent radical increase in vulnerabilities to which organisations are exposed. Modern organisations now operate as part of a complex, partially trusted eco-system comprising other organisations, a diverse range of third-party technologies, and end-users operating in a variety of organisational cultures. The need to meet organisational and business challenges such as increased productivity, lowered costs, and customer satisfaction has driven organisations to break the traditional ‘silo’ infrastructure model as they try to improve efficiency, engage more with customers and collaborate closely with partner organisations. Organisations have embraced cultures where employees work anytime and from anywhere.

They have adopted the use of informatics and social business models for closer collaboration with business partners and with their customer base. The need to engage with customers and other service-providers globally has led to the rapid adoption of cloud-based services and virtualisation. As organisations grow in size and complexity, they are increasingly harnessing the power of Big Data analytics to leverage the value from the tremendous volume of data they generate. Systems are instrumented to gather more contextual data from transactions, move data across locations, and store it for the purposes of data-mining and sophisticated data analytics. Data (whether it is personalised information, intellectual property or trade secrets) counts as an organisation’s most valuable asset.

For organisations to rise to these challenges, their IT infrastructures have experienced significant transformations in terms of heterogeneity and complexity. As a result of this, the cyber-security model where perimeter defences maintain a bastion of control over an organisation’s network (and crucially, its data assets) no longer suffices for protection. Opening up the infrastructure through internet- and web-based interfaces to support employee mobility and interactions with other organisations (as part of a supply chain, Software as a Service) has resulted in more entry points that can be attacked by cyber criminals. ‘Bring your own device’ cultures whereby end users utilise new personal technologies or software services (from partially-trusted third parties) in their day-to-day working practice have introduced new security challenges and the threat of additional attack vectors. IT infrastructure use is no longer restricted to an organisation’s employees but extended to customers, contractors and outsourcing partners, thereby creating the opportunity for new attack threats. In essence, an organisation’s IT infrastructure is often a patchwork of systems and technologies procured from third-party providers which can be harbingers of latent vulnerabilities. As system procurers have little control on the design of and the security controls built into these sub-systems, they can only be partially trusted at best. Such partially-trusted settings are not an exception but have become the norm in modern business settings.
There has been an evolution on the cyber-crime front as well where attack campaigns have seen a shift in motives and an increase in sophistication. Due to their reduced impact, insiders, spammers, worm and virus writers are now considered more of a nuisance than a threat. Hacktivism is seen to have more notoriety-seeking and defamation motives as activists such as Lulzsec and Anonymous undertake campaigns to cause systems disruption, web defacement and information disclosure. Although hacktivists remain a nuisance, the most potent threats seem to now stem from organised-crime, industrial espionage from competitors and cyber espionage by nation states. A significant number of data breach incidents (Zeus, ZeroAccess, Blackhole Exploit based attacks) point to organised criminal gangs as a new breed of cybercrime perpetrators who actively seek to steal data from organisations for monetary gains.

Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) and nation-state actors also list among this new breed of sophisticated perpetrators, whether it is for the theft of intellectual property for financial/competitive gain or targeted attacks on critical infrastructure for strategic and economic motives. The Stuxnet, Flame, Aurora and Duqu attack campaigns are examples of the virulence of the new threats and the level of sophistication seen from this group of attackers. Attack tools have evolved as well. Botnets, backdoors and malware are often weapons of choice and served up by Phishing attacks. Malware and hacking tools are now written by professional programmers, often by contract and designed to avoid detection by intrusion detection systems. Exploit kits that include functionality such as rootkits, keyloggers, backdoor access as well as bot herders are available either for free or for purchase by cyber criminals.

Sophisticated attackers, the availability of sophisticated hacking tools and the radical increase in system vulnerabilities are the primary concerns in this new security landscape. In fact, the perimeter defence model is now dead. As the opportunity for attackers to gain a foothold in an organisation’s network has risen dramatically, intrusion detection/prevention strategies are now deemed to be inadequate for data protection. Data exfiltration, whereby an attacker having established presence on an organisation’s network can filter data out of the system through a variety of means, is a very potent threat. The nature of the threat is such that as well as erecting the traditional ‘castle defences’ (IDS/IPS), organisations must focus on protecting their ‘crown jewels’. Defences today need to be data-centric and embody strategies to detect, prevent and mitigate data exfiltration attacks.

This document is designed to help you understand how to develop a robust approach to detecting and preventing data exfiltration from your organisation. It covers the various modalities in which data exists within an organisation and how remote attackers exploit readily-available means of data exchange prevalent in most organisations as well as more advanced modes that are aimed at bypassing most security measures. The key message here is that the contents of an attacker’s arsenal are diverse and sophisticated attackers such as Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) are not limited to using typical channels to extract data from organisational networks. They have the capability, motivation and resources to use more advanced channels.

Security measures in an organisation, therefore, need to account for these various data exfiltration modes. In this regard, the document reviews both overt and covert exfiltration channels and describes how data exfiltration along these various channels may be detected and prevented. Case studies are included to demonstrate how to implement these measures in concrete settings. An extensive list of scientific articles on modes for data exfiltration and its detection and prevention is provided. The report concludes with an analysis of emerging technological trends, the various opportunities they provide to remote attackers for data exfiltration and guidelines on how an organisation’s security posture may be hardened against these emerging threats.

Extensive web-based resources including an animated info graphic that enables users to explore various data exfiltration modes and counter measures, additional case studies, and links for further reading complement the report.
Where are your Data Assets?

In the modern digital society, ‘data’ is one of the biggest and most valuable commodities. It is, therefore, a key motivator for a number of cyber attacks, be it to gain access to personal data, financial information or intellectual property. At the same time, the complexity arising from modern business settings, new technologies and resulting modes of work lead to an increase in the cyber-attack surface of an organisation and, consequently, a higher risk of data exfiltration. Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) and attackers motivated by industrial espionage are persistent and return again and again in order to achieve their objective.

The costs of such data exfiltration are substantial – with fines from regulatory bodies and cost of IP theft leading to significant economic losses. The industry report produced by PwC and published by Info Security Europe on information security breaches provides the current industry benchmark for the state of play with regards to the cyber security issues and experiences of the business community. The report identifies a significant increase in the attacks on small to medium businesses and an almost doubling of the cost of the worst incident as a result of those attacks. The latest Cyber Security Intelligence Index from IBM estimates an average of 73,400 cyber security attacks and 90 incidents (where some sort of breach has occurred) in a single organisation per year. It also estimates that 50-75% of these attacks arise from malicious external actors and 23% are motivated by industrial espionage, financial crime, terrorism or data theft.

If we accept that there is no perfect cyber security, then the principle of ‘resilience’ becomes a key driver for any security measures:

*If we assume that at some point a breach in the security measures will take place, what mechanisms can enable cyber security personnel and systems in an organisation to detect, stop or at least disrupt data leakage from the organisation’s system following such a breach?*

This graph shows the results of an extensive literature review based on key terms linked to data exfiltration.

Four key phrases were searched for in seven computer science digital libraries, with no restriction on date of publication. This resulted in 3,142 results. These results were then manually filtered for relevance and quality via two rounds of screening. Where a paper was judged irrelevant or of low quality by a reviewer, it was discarded. This procedure resulted in 132 papers making it through to inclusion in the final dataset.

The papers were then assigned labels indicating their primary focus with regards to data exfiltration, along with the technical level of their output and the methodology behind the paper.

The graph shows the primary focus of papers as displayed over the years included in the publication dataset. We can, for example, observe that papers discussing Mitigation strategies are first seen in 2006, and papers discussing Recovery strategies are first seen in 2010. We can also note that Recovery has received little attention to date.
To do so, one needs to understand the various modalities in which data exists within an organisation and put in place counter measures that can detect and prevent typical data exfiltration tactics employed by attackers, mitigate the threats posed by more advanced tactics and put in place recovery strategies in case attackers manage to circumvent security measures. The latter is a key to ensuring that security measures are not blind to the constantly changing threat landscape and the increasingly sophisticated tools and tactics that are at the disposal of mal-actors such as Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs). However, our analysis of data exfiltration literature since the year 2000 shows that recovery from data exfiltration has received little attention to date with most approaches focused on detection, prevention and mitigation.

**Data at Rest**

Data at Rest refers to ‘inactive data’ stored physically in databases, data warehouses, spreadsheets, archives, tapes, offsite backups or on mobile devices. It includes but is not limited to archived data, data which is not accessed or changed frequently, files stored on hard drives, and files stored on USB thumb drives, backup tape, disks and offsite storage. Data at Rest may be subject to occasional changes although not with the same frequency as Data in Use (active data) held in a database or being manipulated by an application. Because of its worth as an organisation’s asset, the security of Data at Rest is an increasing concern to businesses, government agencies and other institutions.

With the emergence of ‘bring your own device’ culture, mobile devices are often subject to specific security protocols to protect Data at Rest from unauthorised access when lost or stolen and there is an increasing recognition that database management systems and file servers should also be considered as at risk. The longer data is left unused in storage, the more likely it is that unauthorised individuals outside the network might retrieve it.

**Data in Use**

Data in Use refers to ‘active data’ assets under constant change as they are processed by applications. They are usually held in non-persistent storage such as computer memory, CPU caches and CPU registers. Data in operational tables in databases is also classified as Data in Use as opposed to data in reference tables. The latter are updated infrequently and known as Data at Rest.

Data in Use, or in memory, can contain sensitive information such as digital certificates, encryption keys, intellectual property (software algorithms, design data), and personally identifiable information. Compromising Data in Use often enables access to encrypted Data at Rest and Data in Motion. For instance, an attacker with access to random access memory can parse that memory to locate the encryption key for Data at Rest and decrypt it. Thus, because of its nature, the security of Data in Use is of increasing concern to businesses, government agencies and other institutions.

Threats to Data in Use can come in the form of cold boot attacks, malicious hardware devices, rootkits and bootkits.

**Data in Motion**

Data in Motion is data that is traversing the enterprise network, or temporarily residing in computer memory to be read, updated or forwarded to another data-processing service. Within an organisation, data is in constant movement, from the moment it is captured, and manipulated by the algorithms that encapsulate the business logic of the organisation to when it is committed for storage on disk or in databases. When data or files are in transit whether in the form of packets transported by communication protocols or as data held in computer memory or printer memory buffers, there is ample opportunity for an unauthorised person to intercept and extract data.

As users access applications and the sensitive information that they expose, data exfiltration countermeasures are needed to thwart leakage threats as the data moves between workstations, servers and host-based applications. Likewise, these countermeasures must be integrated into the existing network infrastructure to provide protective, not just detective controls when files are transferred from users to users, from users to servers, and from servers to servers within and outside the organisation.
Anatomy of Typical Data Exfiltration Attacks

Typical data exfiltration scenarios involve the attacker establishing a Command and Control (C2) connection to remotely control the compromised machine. This entails the attacker infiltrating the host computer by exploiting security vulnerabilities (including the human element) in the organisation. For instance, a phishing email such as one containing weaponised Word documents (CVE-2012-0158), Adobe Acrobat PDFs (CVE-2009-4324) and Microsoft Help Files (.HLP) could be used to entice an employee to infect the host computer with a virus (that installs a Remote Access Tool (RAT)) or with a backdoor. A backdoor is a piece of malicious code deployed on a compromised computer to facilitate C2 and exfiltration. Remote Access Tools and backdoors are types of malware that use the C2 set up to exfiltrate data out of organisations. They are weapons of choice in the arsenal of tools designed to perform targeted attacks by Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs). C2 are often HTTP based. Commands are received over what looks like a regular web browsing session to analysts inspecting traffic. The attacker’s end point is an attacker-owned IP address or domain. Many variations are possible (for example, IRC, FTP, Peer to Peer networks, watering hole, etc.) for exfiltration of data.

Data Exfiltration Strategies

When it comes to data exfiltration, the simple approach seems to be the most effective as a large number of organisations are not set up to effectively counter exfiltration attempts. Security measures are often focused on perimeter protection and do not start from the key assumption that persistent attackers would gain access and how to detect and disrupt their activities, especially their attempts to compromise data assets, once they have established a presence. Exfiltration via outbound FTP or HTTP/HTTPS connections is most common (more than 50% of data breach incidents we have analysed favour these exfiltration modes). It blends in with normal network traffic and is hard to distinguish from legitimate activities of users. Attackers also use a variety of data exfiltration strategies ranging from an indiscriminate file dump that takes the data offline for later analysis/processing to very careful and considered filtering of the data to extract only the most pertinent and high-value information.

Attackers also think of Resilience!

Sophisticated attackers such as APTs take into consideration the fact that the connectivity between the payload (RAT, backdoor) and the attacker cannot be assured for long periods of time (and sometimes is consistently non-existent). As such, the C2 schemes used by such attackers account for this and ensure that the payload is well equipped to operate fairly independently.

Nevertheless, some form of control communication is needed, and usually utilises a hierarchical control structure, where multiple payloads are deployed into the organisation at different locations, and are able to communicate with each other to form a ‘grid’ that enables the more restricted locations to communicate through other layers to the attacker outside the organisation.

In-band vs out-of-band exfiltration

In-band exfiltration utilises the same channels as C2 to extract data. However, sophisticated attackers have the capability and will use out-of-band exfiltration where the exfiltration channels and end-points are distinct from C2 channels and end-points. In out-of-band exfiltration attackers maintain separate external drop points ensuring C2 resilience if the data exfiltration channel is detected.
Partially-Trusted is the Best Philosophy

The deployment of perimeter firewalls, proxy servers and access control lists can help block access to C2 servers. Attacker-owned IP addresses or domains can be blocked or the domains blacklisted in DNS sinkholes. An increasing number of C2 schemes are, therefore, leveraging the use of trusted sites for data exfiltration. This is because these sites are, well, trusted and thus data exfiltration traffic that flows towards them would easily blend in with legitimate network traffic and not appear suspicious to Data Loss Prevention (DLP) systems. Trusted sites would also not be included in threat intelligence feeds that list known bad domains or IP addresses. They also do not show up in Least Frequency of Occurrence reports where outlier analysis is used to detect anomalous data transfers to particular domains or IP addresses. During exfiltration forensic investigations, often traffic to these sites is not scrutinised due to sheer volume.

Thus, malware implants on compromised workstations can use known file-sharing services like Box.net or DropBox to take data out of organisations. The implant also receives C2 instructions over the same channel. The attraction to the attacker is that a single DropBox account can be used as a C2 control point and as a collection point for extracted files; the attacker can access this account from anywhere. The file-sharing service account is used to upload files, download malware updates, upload information about target hosts such as process listings, running services and drive list, execute arbitrary commands and upload results, and configure malware sleep intervals.

In addition to acting as a C2 endpoint, trusted sites are increasingly being used by more sophisticated attackers for locating C2 servers. The contemporary approach by malware developers has been the use of DNS instead of direct IP addresses for communication with C2 servers; this renders their malware more survivable to changes of the C2 servers’ host IP address. However, ‘bad’ domains are increasingly likely to end up on blacklists; DNS sinkholes are becoming more commonplace as a countermeasure for detecting and blocking malicious traffic, and to combat bots and other unwanted traffic. In this respect, malware developers have been looking at alternative non-conventional ways to implement DNS-like systems and still achieve the survivability benefit of not being tied to a single static IP address. So, the attackers instead of resolving a domain name to the IP address of a C2 node, distribute the IP address on a trusted location such as a social media site. One particular malware encountered in the field, when analysed, was found to use Twitter as well as an obscure Guest Book site (as a fail-over) for IP resolution of C2 servers. In this particular case, the IP address of the C2 node was provided in encrypted form on a Twitter profile.
Case Study: Targeted Data Exfiltration by Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs)

APTs are complex (i.e. advanced) cyber attacks against specific targets over long periods of time (i.e. persistent). Originally, the term was used to describe cyber-espionage by nation states stealing data or causing damage to critical infrastructure of other nation states for strategic gain. However, recent targeted attack campaigns have seen APTs steal data from businesses for financial or competitive gain. A recent data breach at RSA was one of many targeted attacks by APTs. In contrast to other types of data exfiltration attacks, APT attacks are targeted, persistent, evasive and complex.

Targeted: In contrast to the more random opportunistic attacks against a large number of targets, APTs target specific organisations with the purpose of stealing specific data or high-value intellectual property. Operation Aurora, the APT that targeted a number of high-profile companies like Google and Adobe, was motivated by access to source code and possibly geo-political factors such as access to email accounts of Chinese dissidents and human-rights activists. The Sony Playstation Network attack by LulzSec targeted personal information such as users’ names, addresses, birth dates, email addresses, passwords, logins, handles, profile data, purchase/billing history, and password security answers. The RSA APT attack targeted intellectual property such as SecurID keys that are necessary to access many encrypted systems used by the U.S. government, intelligence agencies, defence contractors, and Fortune 100 companies. In essence, APTs are not opportunistic attacks targeting just about any organisation with a vulnerability to a known exploit. Rather, they are focused campaigns perpetrated by individuals with the time and resources to achieve their objectives.

Persistent: APT attacks develop over a long period of time, usually in multiple phases. To steal data, the attackers must identify vulnerabilities that exist in the organisation’s infrastructure, evaluate existing security controls, gain access to privileged hosts within the network, find valuable data, and exfiltrate the data via suitable channels without raising suspicion. Discovering where valuable data resides in an organisation, detecting what security controls are in place and what vulnerabilities exist that might be exploited take time. The entire process may span months or even years. Due to its persistent nature, the detection of APT attacks cannot, therefore, rely on any single event, but should instead look for patterns of events over time, that are characteristic of APT methodologies.

Evasive: In order to avoid detection and maintain a clandestine presence to maximise the chances of locating and extracting valuable data, evasive manoeuvres are taken by APTs to bypass the traditional security solutions deployed in most organisations. For instance, to gain access to hosts on the target network whilst avoiding perimeter firewalls, the attacker may deliver threats (for example, an Adobe Flash Zero-Day exploit) within content carried over commonly allowed protocols (e.g. smtp, http, https, etc). Further to avoid detection of malware by antivirus software, attackers often write custom code (or modify existing malware) to suit the environment. As these malware variants have not been seen prior to the attack, antivirus signatures are not available to provide protection. As another evasive mechanism, APTs use custom encryption and tunnel contents within protocols that are allowed through the firewall.

Complex and Sophisticated: When organisations are guilty of system mis-configuration or poor software design, even a crude APT is sufficient to exploit system vulnerabilities and steal data. However, APT-actors can resort to sophisticated tactics to achieve their goal. APTs are complex; they use a mix of different attack vectors and schemes targeting multiple vulnerabilities identified within the organisation. An investigation into the linked-in profile of an organisation’s employees may reveal the technologies used and point to exploits that may be applied to take advantage of particular vulnerabilities (for example, buffer overflow exploit of a specific web server). Social engineering tactics such as spear-phishing may then be used to target key individuals in the organisation. Phishing emails could be sent to the key individuals with links to a website that executes custom JavaScript code to install a remote access tool. Many different types of malware may be downloaded to establish a C2 structure for exfiltration. Multiple-levels of encryption may be applied to malicious code to avoid detection. Due to the diversity of attack vectors, no single security control provides protection against all of these vectors. Multiple detection mechanisms must be used together in a multi-layered approach to identify complex patterns of evasive behaviour.

Anatomy of Data Exfiltration Methodologies of APTs

Our analysis of multiple APT case studies such as Operation Aurora and the RSA data breach has revealed that an APT attack process spanning a period of months has three distinct phases.

Phase 1 - Reconnaissance, Attack Staging, and Initial Host Infection: The attacker performs reconnaissance, identifies vulnerabilities, decides on attack vectors and launches the attack to infect the first hosts.

Phase 2 – Network intrusion, Remote Control, Lateral Movement, Data Discovery, Persistence: The attacker pursues the initial network intrusion to establish remote control of infected host machines, download code, spread the malware infection to other machines, and move laterally and escalate privileges in the search for data repositories.

Phase 3 – Staging-Server Selection, Data Preparation and Data Exfiltration: The attacker establishes data aggregation points in the network to collect data, copies the data to these endpoints, prepares it for exfiltration and, finally, extracts the data from the target network.
APT Data Breach and Exfiltration

Phase 1 - Reconnaissance, Attack Staging, and Initial Host Infection

- Social engineering to gain access to privileged user account credentials
- Compromised web site of interest to key individuals
- Spear phishing email with malicious links to websites, zero-day exploit
- Email with file attachments containing zero-day exploit

Phase 2 – Network Intrusion, Remote Control, Lateral Movement, Data Discovery, Persistence

- Network intrusion
- Remote control
- Lateral movement
- Data discovery
- Persistence

- Malware download and installation from C & C server
- Credential theft and network login
- Exfiltration of privileges
- Download malware updates from C & C server
- Malware injection into common processes

Phase 3 – Staging, Data Preparation and Data Exfiltration

- Establish access to staging servers at key aggregation points
- Copy files from servers to staging servers
- Data aggregated, compressed and encrypted for extraction
- Password protected archive files exfiltrated via channel to outside staging server
- Files deleted from staging server to remove traces of attack

Incident tree with typical events in APT-led data exfiltration
Phase 1 - Reconnaissance, Attack Staging, and Initial Host Infection

The first phase of an APT attack aims at compromising hosts with logon credentials of key individuals to start establishing a foothold in the network. This consists of four sub-phases.

Reconnaissance: The attackers research points of entry in the network, identify vulnerabilities, key individuals, their web-browsing habits and key assets in the organisation. As mentioned before, professional information on social media profiles of employees can provide clues of technologies in place and their potential vulnerabilities. From the same profiles, key individuals in the organisation such as top-ranking executives, IT administrators and individuals that can provide access to sought-after data within the organisation can be identified.

Attack Staging: After reconnaissance activities, the employees in the organisation who will be targeted, for instance, by spear-phishing emails, are selected. Office documents (Word, Excel, PDF) or other media (JPEG) that will be of interest to the target individuals are weaponised with zero-day exploits. In the RSA data breach, for instance, the attackers used a MS Excel Spreadsheet with embedded Flash content that contained a zero-day exploit for Adobe Flash vulnerability (CVE-2011-0609). This zero-day exploit, in this case, installed Poison Ivy, a well-known backdoor on the compromised host. Another aspect of attack staging is planting malware code in web sites of interest to the identified key individuals to facilitate drive-by-download attacks. Legitimate web sites visited by the targeted individuals can be compromised via cross-site scripting (XSS). The PHP.net web site compromise in October 2013 is an example of this attack vector. In this case, hackers managed to inject malicious JavaScript code into a file on the php.net site called userprefs.js. The code made requests to a third-party website that scanned visitors’ browsers for vulnerable plug-ins and executed exploits that, if successful, installed a piece of malware. In the Google, Adobe data breach (Operation Aurora), for example, malicious web sites containing zero-day exploit code for Internet Explorer (that allowed remote code execution) were set up.

Initial Host Infection: If the attack vectors are successful, then initial compromise of the target computers is achieved when shell code is downloaded and executed on them. For instance, shell code might be embedded in a JPEG image file targeting a vulnerability in MS Windows when handling jpg image files (the Microsoft GDH Library JPEG Segment Length Integer Underflow vulnerability). This vulnerability allows a specially crafted jpg file to cause Internet Explorer to execute arbitrary code stored in the jpg file. The shell code will typically decrypt additional code and execute it. This code usually results in malware being downloaded from the C2 server and installed on the host.

Phase 2 – Network Intrusion, Remote Control, Lateral Movement, Data Discovery, Persistence

In the second phase of an APT attack, the attacker seeks to establish a foothold in the network and then collect information on surrounding infrastructure, trust relationships and elements such as Windows domain structure. Subsequently, s/he will endeavour to expand control to other workstations, servers and infrastructure elements and perform data harvesting on them.

Remote Control: The downloaded malware provides remote access capabilities on the host machines to the attacker. The level of control afforded by the malware is sometimes near complete especially if kernel-mode rootkits have been deployed (these execute with the same privileges as the host’s administrator). In the Operation Aurora (Google, Adobe) data breach incidents, for example, the remote code execution zero-day flaw in Internet Explorer resulted in the ‘Trojan.Hydra’ malware being installed on the host machines. The remote access capabilities provided by this Trojan include: controlling system processes and services, binary code download and execution, registry modification to ensure persistence, drive enumeration, file manipulation commands, computer restart capability, to name but a few. The malware enables the attacker to remotely control infected hosts with a C2 service that allows the attacker to remotely update malware, add new malware (encryption tools, etc.), and send commands to the host.

Lateral Movement: At this stage, infected hosts download additional tools to steal data such as usernames and password hashes (e.g., gsecdump) or crack password hashes (e.g., Cain & Cabell). The aim is to gather valid user credentials (especially credentials with administrative privileges) and move laterally across the network, installing more back doors. The back doors allow the attacker to install bogus utilities and create a ‘ghost infrastructure’ for distributing malware that remains hidden in plain sight. With pass-the-hash attacks, the attacker tries to break into other hosts where the victim user has similar network logon rights. Access to computers requiring administrative access rights may be enforced using privilege escalation tactics. Such stepping-stone attacks allow attackers to jump from compromised access to a low interest account onto accounts with far more privileges before carrying out the end purpose of a multi-stage assault, normally the extraction of commercially or financially sensitive information. The attacker may also attempt to gain more control by discovering additional hosts within the target network and using network or other system-level vulnerabilities to infect those hosts.
Data Discovery: As the attackers traverse the network, they look for targets such as Active Directory (AD) and certificate PKI servers to gain account credentials and access privileges to confidential data within the network or the enterprise's cloud-based storage. They also try to find the location of intellectual property data repositories (e.g., source-code repositories in Operation Aurora).

Persistence: A key difference between traditional malware and an APT is the ability to persist. As opposed to traditional malware which is removed (by itself or by antivirus programs), APTs are designed to persist and go unnoticed for months. Rootkits or ‘stealthkits’ are popular tools for providing stealth to the operation of malware. Within each compromised host, they typically hide or ‘cloak’ files, directories and processes used by the malware and enable them to avoid detection by antivirus, anti-spyware and personal firewall applications. Another known technique is to inject the malware code in known processes (e.g., explorer.exe, iexplore.exe) or in system-level libraries. Some rootkits, of instance, infect system libraries such as the Windows Ntdll.dll to filter the results from system API calls to provide malware stealth. In addition, to survive detection by updated antivirus software, the APT may cause malware to request updates from the C2 servers in the form of new undetectable (code no known anti virus signatures).

Phase 3 – Staging-Server Selection, Data Preparation and Data Exfiltration

After the desired intellectual property has been located and access to it gained, the attackers prepare the data for extraction. To do so, they first select internal staging servers where the collected data will be aggregated. After data is moved to the staging servers, it is compressed and encrypted for extraction. The volume of data to extract and the degree of coverture desired determines the type of exfiltration method to use. In the RSA data breach, the attackers knew that security controls in place at RSA would eventually detect suspicious activity related to the exfiltration. They, therefore, chose to prioritise speed over stealth by using FTP to transfer many password protected RAR files from the RSA file server to an outside staging server. The files were subsequently pulled by the attacker and removed from the external compromised host to remove any trace of the attack. Other exfiltration channels such as DNS tunnelling or network steganography may offer less bandwidth but achieve a much higher degree of coverture.

Although APT attacks are difficult to identify, the theft of data can never be completely invisible. Detecting anomalies in outbound data is perhaps the best way for an administrator to discover that the network has been the target of an APT attack.

Detecting and Preventing Data Exfiltration by APTs

A sound defence strategy against APT-led data exfiltration is to monitor inbound and outbound traffic for content, context, and data, preferably for both email and web communications. Networks with firewalls, IDS/IPS, and antivirus defences focus on inbound threat protection using signatures and individual defence analytics, and mostly ignore outbound communications. Traditional defences such as firewall and antivirus are necessary because they block known threat vectors; however, they are not sufficient and their limitations against APT techniques and targeted attacks must be recognised.

Known Channel Inspection

In addition to these traditional defences, we recommend performing content inspection on outgoing data in high-risk channels to detect data theft. Proxy servers for overt channels such as email, IM, web and FTP would enable the detection of sensitive data egressing the network; content analysers can look for matches in keywords, personally identifiable information, hashes, defined patterns or files flagged by signatures. The proxy servers can also provide an additional defence layer. A secure email proxy server could be upgraded with the ability to inspect for malicious web links and attachments to prevent initial infection. In addition to URL-filtering and virus scanning, a web proxy could perform real-time threat analysis to detect zero-day malware and non-binary-based malware (e.g., JavaScript) to prevent clients from being compromised. Malware signatures are often released by ethical hackers and security vendors upon the discovery of new variants. The web/mail proxies must have the ability to detect anomalous encrypted/SSL traffic and attachments to detect exfiltration of potentially sensitive data. If a reverse SSL proxy is made to operate a man-in-the-middle attack by, for example, installing a root certificate generated by the proxy into the browser CA list, then proxy analysis of the contents of a SSL/TLS transaction is possible.
APT Data Breach and Exfiltration

Phase 1 - Reconnaissance, Attack Staging, and Initial Host Infection

- Social engineering to gain access to privileged user accounts and individuals
- Select targets for Spear Phishing email
- Email phishing email with embedded links to websites with zero-day exploit
- Email with file attachments containing zero-day exploit
- Malicious download and investment from C&C server
- Internal host compromise and control
- Connect to other computers with Domain Administrator credentials
- Additional tools for password and hash extraction
- Target employees, companies, websites, and servers
- Steal username and password hashes
- Compromise account with Domain Administrator credentials
- Connect to other computers using net use, net view, and psexec.exe
- Compromise with Domain Administrator credentials
- File deleted from staging server to remove traces of attack
- Persistence

Phase 2 - Network Intrusion, Remote Control, Lateral Movement, Data Discovery, Persistence

- Local host compromise and control
- Malware download and installation from C&C server
- Malware injection into common processes
- Malware updating from C&C server
- Malware insertion into compromised processes
- Control to other compromised hosts
- Download malware updates from C&C server
- Copy files from servers to staging servers
- Data aggregated, compressed, and encrypted for exfiltration
- Password protected archive files exfiltrated via channel to outside staging server
- Files deleted from staging server to remove traces of attack

Phase 3 - Staging, Data Preparation and Data Exfiltration

- External attackers can deploy staged malicious content/documents
- Channel inspection: Proxy server integrated with DLP solution for content analysis
- Regex-based string matching techniques to find known patterns
- Database fingerprinting - exact data matching
- Partial document matching - cyclical hashing of documents
- Signature-based matching - Signatures added to proxy servers and email filters
- Attack detection: Email and web proxy with capabilities to detect weaponised emails or emails with malicious web links
- Network monitoring: Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), Network Anomaly Detection, Use Netflow tools to detect suspect behavior such as C&C traffic, killchain steps, network reconnaissance and internal pivoting
- Host-based anomaly detection
- Malware defences: Host monitoring, Anti-malware protection, Zero-day protection, Scanning and blocking email attachments, Antivirus scanning at web proxy

Barriers that can be deployed to counter data exfiltration by APTs

- Detection and prevention of data exfiltration by APTs
- Zero-day threat detection and prevention
- Data aggregation, compression, and encryption for exfiltration
- Password protected archive files exfiltrated via channel to outside staging server
- Files deleted from staging server to remove traces of attack

APT Data Breach and Exfiltration
Network Monitoring

Some examples of malicious outbound behaviour in APTs are C2 traffic, requests to dynamic DNS hosts, requests to known ‘bad’ web locations, movement of sensitive files that should never be sent outside the organisation (e.g., MS Windows’ Security Accounts Manager database), and the use of proprietary encryption. In order to combat APTs, it is imperative that organisations know what is going on within their internal networks to fill in the gaps left by perimeter security solutions. The first step towards network monitoring is to turn on the logging features in the various software components in the network such as the Web Proxy server, the DNS server. This would allow the detection of particular behavioural patterns. Thus, HTTP requests sent to suspicious domain names can offer an indication of exfiltration towards an unknown destination. Periodic communication with an unknown destination server followed by large data transfers or payload downloads can provide a strong indication of malware activity. In addition to network-level logging, other measures include network monitoring solutions such as Deep Packet Inspection to detect unauthorised movement of sensitive files outside the organisation’s network (via signature-matching, for example).

We recommend that organisations use network-based tools to monitor and control data flows within the network. Any anomalies that exceed the normal traffic patterns should be noted and appropriate action taken to address them. For instance, Netflow or sFlow tools provide system administrators with visibility of communication flows in their network. By leveraging flow data and the sophisticated behavioural analysis that is provided by these tools, administrators can detect the various steps that sophisticated attackers take to infiltrate a network, including network reconnaissance, covert C2 communications and internal pivoting. As mentioned previously, flow monitoring capabilities by Netflow solutions would enable anomalies to be detected in observed traffic patterns.

It is also advisable that all DNS queries be logged and DNS queries on unusual domain names (for example, outside the Access Control List) or known malicious C2 domains blocked.

Host-based Data Encryption and Anomaly Detection

Disk and database encryption to prevent unauthorised access to sensitive data can help mitigate threats posed by APT-based data exfiltration attacks. Host-based monitoring to detect anomalous behaviour due to malware activity, importation of tool sets or internal network reconnaissance operations by attackers is another measure to detect and disrupt APT attacks. Advanced host monitoring agents hook into the operating system to, for example, detect traces of attacker activity from the system call table (e.g., scanning, brute-forcing, and service exploitation).

Malware Defences

As malware is often a weapon of choice in many data exfiltration campaigns, actions to neutralise malware on the compromised host can be effective when applied in tandem with the other techniques described above. In particular, the following malware defence mechanisms are recommended:

- Employ automated tools to continuously monitor workstations and servers for active, up-to-date anti-malware protection with antivirus, anti-spyware, personal firewalls, and host-based IPS functionality. All malware detection events should be sent to enterprise anti-malware administration tools and event log servers.
- The endpoint protection tools should also include zero-day protection.
- All email attachments entering the organisation’s email gateway must be scanned and blocked if they contain potentially malicious code or file types unauthorised within the organisation. Email and web content filtering should be applied at the network perimeter through the use of proxy servers.
- Toolkits such as Data Execution Prevention (DEP) and Enhanced Mitigation Experience Toolkit (EMET) can be deployed to provide sandboxing (e.g., run browsers in a Virtual Machine), and other techniques that prevent malware exploitation.
- Access to external email systems, instant messaging services, and other social media tools should be blocked.
- Network-based anti-malware tools should be utilised to analyse all inbound traffic and filter out malicious content before it arrives at the endpoint.
- Continuous monitoring should be performed on all inbound and outbound traffic. Any large transfers of data or unauthorised traffic should be flagged and, if validated as malicious, the computer should be moved to an isolated VLAN.
- DNS query logging should be enabled to detect hostname lookup for known malicious C2 domains.
# Data Exfiltration Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overt Channels</th>
<th>Covert Channels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HTTP Download</td>
<td>DNS Tunnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP Upload</td>
<td>HTTP Tunnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTP</td>
<td>ICMP Tunnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMAIL, WEBMAIL</td>
<td>Protocoll Tunnelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTANT MESSAGING</td>
<td>Box, Dropbox uploads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2P FILESHARING SERVICES</td>
<td>Routing Control Packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTPS</td>
<td>SSH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCP, SFTP</td>
<td>SSH STEGANOGRAPHY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENCRYPTED OVERT</td>
<td>ENCRYPTED COVERT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENCRYPTED COVERT</td>
<td>IMAGE STEGANOGRAPHY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENCRYPTED COVERT</td>
<td>VOIP STEGANOGRAPHY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENCRYPTED COVERT</td>
<td>VOIP STEGANOGRAPHY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Technical methods for extracting data from an organisation’s systems

Technical methods for extracting data from an organisation’s systems range from those commonly seen in attacks to niche vectors and cutting-edge methods for covertly moving information past current detection systems. These methods largely fall into two categories: those using overt channels and those making use of covert channels and other C2 mechanisms.

### Overt Channels

These channels are the ones that are generally used by any computer user wishing to transfer files between locations. This makes such vectors obvious targets for scrutiny, but also means that corporate networks generally provide for some freedom in their use. These channels commonly feature in literature on threat taxonomies. Here we discuss them with particular reference to remote attackers and data exfiltration.

### HTTP Download

Perhaps the most direct method of data exfiltration for a remote attacker is manipulating a public-facing server into disclosing non-public information in response to a HTTP POST or GET request. The most widespread class of malicious attacks, SQL injection attacks, may use this method to expose the contents of databases connected to public websites, simply downloading the result of a malicious query in the same manner they would download a webpage. This is often also a precursor to the attacker using the extracted information to gain greater access to the target system.

SQL injection is a type of Web application security vulnerability in which an attacker is able to submit, as part of input data, a database SQL command that is executed by a Web application, exposing the back-end database. By doing so, the attacker attempts to intentionally access/stole information assets without authorisation by circumventing or thwarting logical security mechanisms. The vulnerability of public-facing servers to attacks like SQL injection is well-known, and the steps involved in identifying and exploiting such vulnerabilities are well-documented and in many cases trivially automated for attackers.

Upon detecting SQL injection (SQLi) vulnerabilities, attackers commonly extract and/or bypass authentication or escalate privileges to extract other sensitive information. An attacker can identify injectable parameters, perform database fingerprinting, determine the database schema, extract data values from the database, and add or modify data, to name a few SQLi exploit capabilities. The results can then be shipped over the network using HTTP requests. If the attacker achieves console access or access to scripting facilities such as PowerShell, s/he has all of the facilities available in the host operating system to gather, package and deliver the data just as a user would on the system. This affords an attacker the same luxuries for evasion and stealth with regards to data exfiltration that would ordinarily be reserved for an attacker that had completely compromised the host system.
HTTP or FTP Upload

Attackers with access to their target system may well make use of file transfer systems familiar — and usually available — to any office worker. HTTP traffic often carries uploaded files, and attackers can make use of a variety of freely available file-hosting sites to store data for later retrieval. File Transfer Protocol connections can be used in a similar manner to reach drop-sites, or else used to directly transfer files between the target and a machine controlled by the attacker.

A rising class of exfiltration threats are those that target not the usually-monitored servers of an organisation, but rather the personal computers of persons likely to have access to targeted information or credentials. The methods available are numerous, ranging from manipulating the user into volunteering the information in a phishing attack\textsuperscript{22} to manipulating their software through any number of technical exploits such as cross-site scripting\textsuperscript{23,24} or exploits which directly compromise their machine and then report back, sometimes by embedding information in innocuous web traffic\textsuperscript{25}.

Email

The various email protocols are near ubiquitous in modern business networks, and easily capable of carrying small-to-mid size files. Attackers can mail files directly to inboxes controlled by themselves — the modern webmail environment making creating temporary accounts a simple matter — or else make use of public mailboxes as drop-sites from which files can later be retrieved\textsuperscript{22,22}.

Instant Messaging Applications

Many businesses make use of Instant Messaging (IM) applications for communications purposes. Even when these applications are not officially authorised by IT departments, users may make unofficial use of them on corporate networks. Due to the potential number of different protocols over which IM could be carried, and the often in-built protocol tunnelling systems offered by clients, blocking IM traffic can be a difficult proposition. Attackers using an IM application to exfiltrate data may use the text body of outbound messages, but are more likely to make use of in-built file transfer systems or else a client’s streaming capability, which most modern IM protocols offer.\textsuperscript{56,57,58,60,61}

Covert Channels

Encrypted Channels

As many of the overt channels detailed above may be monitored for exfiltration attempts, attackers evade the detection of network-based monitoring by concealing the data they are removing. The most direct means of doing this is to encrypt the data before sending it over any overt exfiltration channel. Due to the widespread adoption of SSL/TLS, the ability to initiate secure (that is, encrypted) connections is common and usually necessary in most modern networks. Without specific countermeasures in place, network monitors would not be able to detect the contents of encrypted data packets being delivered via HTTPS or common utilities like SCP or SFTP\textsuperscript{54}, and thus would not be able to identify sensitive data being extracted. Instead of or as well as TLS encryption, attackers may use asymmetric key encryption to disguise data being sent out of the network. In such encryption schemes, one key is used to encrypt the data and only another key mathematically linked to it may unlock the cipher. This scheme is useful for attackers uploading data to public drop sites, as they can leave the encrypted data open to the public, but only they have the key to access it. This scheme also has the advantage that it is provably impossible for analysis to reveal whether a sophisticated attacker making use of it has in fact exfiltrated secret data\textsuperscript{65} leading to uncertainty in the aftermath of an event.

It is worth noting that, as most data leakage protection (DLP) systems, rely on simple pattern matching or keyword-lists, even the most rudimentary encryption can be sufficient. In an office environment where the malicious attacker has no ability to install sophisticated encryption software, simple yet effective ciphers can be implemented with common utilities like Microsoft Excel\textsuperscript{13}.

Steganography

Steganography is the art of hidden writing. Where cryptography seeks to hide the content or meaning of a message, steganography hides the message itself, perhaps by embedding it in another message. Typically, modern steganography works by identifying either redundant space within innocuous files or unused fields in common communications protocols (including the ubiquitous TCP/IP), and then encoding the message into these overlooked areas\textsuperscript{66,67}. Cryptography can be used alongside steganography to encrypt the hidden data, posing a dual challenge to any exfiltration detection system — firstly to detect that a message is being hidden, and secondly to discover what that message is.

Steganography is a large field, and a complete survey of methods would be outside the scope of this report. However, a review of literature reveals that steganographic technology is easily available to attackers or office workers in a variety of commercial or free technology suites\textsuperscript{67}, that alongside image formats commonly used for steganography and common office document formats are highly suitable for embedding hidden information\textsuperscript{68}. A good example of the variety of stenographic solutions available to attackers is VoIP (Voice-over-IP) steganography that, in the past few years, has made a transition from proof-of-concept ideas in the lab to tools that can be exploited for data exfiltration.

VoIP steganography conceals secret messages/data within VoIP streams without severely degrading the quality of calls. As VoIP is very popular, its usage will not raise suspicions, i.e., it will not be considered as an anomaly in itself. In fact, the more frequent the presence and utilisation of such carriers in networks, the better their masking capacity, as hidden communications can pass unnoticed amongst the bulk of exchanged data. Potentially high steganographic bandwidth can be achieved using this class of methods. For example, during the conversation phase of a G.711-i-based call, each RTP packet carries 20 ms of voice; in this case the RTP stream rate is 50 packets per second\textsuperscript{68}. Thus, even by simply hiding 1 bit in every RTP packet one can gain a relatively high steganographic bandwidth of 50 b/s. VoIP sessions involve the combined use of a variety of protocols. Thus, many opportunities for hiding information arise from the different layers of the TCP/IP stack (e.g. IP, TCP, UDP, RTP header fields). Apart from using network...
steganography, clandestine data exfiltration can also be enabled by employing steganographic methods applied to the users’ voice that is carried inside the RTP packets’ payload, by utilising audio watermarking techniques.

As VoIP is a real-time service, it induces additional strict requirements for steganographic methods but also simultaneously creates new opportunities for steganography (e.g., utilisation of excessively delayed packets that are discarded by the receiver without processing because they cannot be considered for voice reconstruction).

Five popular techniques have emerged from this class of exfiltration methods:

**Steganophony.** This type of exfiltration method entails hiding data inside each voice payload packet but not to such an amount that it degrades the quality of the sound. A number of audio watermarking techniques (Least Significant Bit\(^{107}\), Quantisation Index Modulation\(^{107}\), etc.) can be utilised in real-time communication over a VoIP service to embed covert data (thus creating a covert channel) inside the audio content. For these types of covert channels, the bandwidth available depends mainly on the sampling rate and the type of audio material being encoded. The covert data rate has to be limited as to avoid causing voice quality deterioration and increased risk of detection. With a sampling rate of 1 KHz, an audio watermarking algorithm such as LSB has been empirically found to provide a covert bandwidth of 4kbps\(^{107}\). This is ample enough for common data exfiltration purposes.

**Network steganography.** A VoIP solution uses signalling protocols for such as SIP and H.323 for brokering connections for voice calls. After a connection has been established, transport protocols such as RTP (and the underlying UDP) are used to provide end-to-end network transport functions suitable for applications transmitting real-time audio. Other supplementary protocols such as RTCP are used to monitor the quality of service during the call and convey information about participants in the session. In network steganography, covert data is inserted into redundant fields for the above-mentioned protocols and extracted on the receiving side.

**Intentionally delayed Audio Packets Steganography.** This technique exploits the fact that for real-time multimedia communication protocols like RTP, excessively delayed packets are usually dropped by the receiver and are not used for current voice reconstruction at arrival time. Thus some selected audio packets are intentionally delayed before transmitting; these packets are the ones that contain the secret payload. Normal VoIP receivers, which are unaware of the covert channel enabled by the steganographic procedure, discard these packets. For receivers aware of the covert channel, the hidden data can be retrieved from the packet payload with little chance of detection.

**Masquerading stolen data as VoIP traffic.** This method initially entails sniffing the network to observe recurring patterns of calls, and user identifications (to be later used when initiating the SIP call). After an initial pattern can be mapped out, the exfiltration method involves encoding the data to be exfiltrated from its binary format to audio. The encoding scheme maps byte values from the data stream to a corresponding scale of audio tones using 16 distinct octaves on the human audible frequency range (20Hz to 20,000Hz), thereby making the covert data transmission appear as a normal VoIP call. Once encoded, the final output can then be played back on an opened SIP call that can be made to almost any number outside the organisation (for example a Google voice account’s voicemail) for later decoding back to the original binary data.

**HICCUPS\(^{68}\).** This method calls for inserting extra and deliberately malformed packets within the VoIP flow. They will be dropped by the receiving application, but can be picked up by other devices on the network that have access to the entire VoIP stream. When the receiver’s computer gets a packet, it checks for errors using that packet’s checksum. Normally, if the checksum is wrong, the computer discards that packet. But if a terminal has the correct steganography program installed, it doesn’t discard these intentionally wrong checksums—instead, it will identify that these are precisely the data packets to scan for steganograms. This exfiltration method is often exploited in a wireless context and provides a fast covert channel for exfiltration. In an IEEE 802.11g network with a transmission capacity of 54 megabits per second, with 10 terminals and a 5 percent rate of corrupted frames, the bandwidth attainable for covert data transmission has been found to be higher than 200 kilobits per second. This method requires a wireless card that can control frame checksums. Detecting HICCUPS is not straightforward. One would need some way of observing the number of frames with incorrect checksums. If the number of those frames is statistically anomalous, then one might suspect the transmission of hidden information. Another way of detecting HICCUPS would be to analyse the content of those dropped—and therefore retransmitted—frames in order to detect the differences between the dropped and retransmitted frames. Major differences in these frames would provide an obvious clue to malicious activity.

**Protocol Tunnelling.**

An exfiltration threat related to steganography is protocol tunnelling – the practice of embedding certain network traffic for an untrusted application within permitted traffic. Such tunnelling is highly effective at evading blocked ports and allowing untrusted applications (like P2P filesharing software) to evade boundary defences\(^{56}\). An example of this is DNS tunnelling.

The Domain Name System (DNS) is a protocol used by web-based and email applications to request translation of domain names to IP addresses; the IP addresses are then used by the protocol stack on the host computer to route data packets to the intended destination computer. Along with HTTP, DNS resolution protocols are the most commonly used communication protocols in an enterprise and are therefore quasi-guaranteed to be allowed through an organisation’s perimeter firewall. However, as DNS is not intended for data transfer, it has generally been overlooked as a threat for malicious communications or for data exfiltration. Many organisations are wide-open to attacks via this exfiltration vector since they tend to focus resources on monitoring web or mail traffic where traditional exfiltration vectors tend to operate.

DNS tunnelling is the misuse of the DNS service to tunnel another protocol through. A DNS tunnel can thus be used for C2 or data exfiltration. At the 2012 RSA conference\(^{65}\), DNS-based Command and Control of malware was described as one of the six most dangerous new attack
Villages. This technique was shown to have been used in recent data breach incidents involving the theft of millions of accounts\textsuperscript{90}. In terms of achievable data rates, it has been shown that DNS tunnelling can achieve bandwidth of 110 KB/s (Kilobytes per second) with latency of 150 ms\textsuperscript{91}.

There is a wide variety of tools (DeNiSe, dns2tcp, DNScat, iodine, to name but a few) available for tunnelling over DNS; these have been mostly created with the intent of obtaining free Wi-Fi access from paid Wi-Fi sites with a captive portal for HTTP, but free-flowing DNS. Each tool may use different DNS request/response types; for example, record types such as ‘A’, ‘AAAA’, ‘KEY’, ‘TXT’, ‘CNAME’ may be used to hold the covert data.

Although, their DNS request/response types may differ, the mechanisms employed by these utilities for DNS tunnelling are based on four core techniques: 1) a server-side component, 2) a client-side component, 3) a server-side component, and 4) data encoded in DNS payloads.

The controlled domain is used to define the authoritative name server for that domain or sub-domain. Any DNS requests containing that domain or sub-domain will be routed through the hierarchical DNS system until it reaches the DNS server that serves domain name resolution requests for that particular domain/sub-domain. In the DNS tunnelling exfiltration vector, the server-side component known as the DNS tunnel server, is the authoritative name server for the controlled domain and will typically run on an internet-accessible server controlled by the tunnel user. The client-side component hosts the other end of the tunnel. This could be an endpoint in a security-controlled enterprise environment. The tunnel could be used to communicate past the security controls and allow communication between the controlled endpoint and an arbitrary host on the Internet.

To perform exfiltration, the client-side component initiates a DNS request for which the DNS tunnelling server is the authoritative name server with an encoded message. This DNS query is sent to the organisation’s internal DNS server. The internal DNS server forwards the request to the next DNS server; the DNS query message is forwarded through the hierarchy of DNS servers until it reaches the authoritative DNS server under the attacker’s control. The attacker can then decode the exfiltrated data (or request) and send back an encoded response. The client component will receive the response and extract the encoded data/command in the message. A client could send an ‘A’ record request where the data is encoded in the hostname: MR2GS3ELBNW64TF8X6XZ YLMORUW4ZI.x.example.com.

The server could then respond with an answer as a CNAME response: NVWW2IDPOZQW5DNZSQI.x.example.com.

Although, the efficiency of DNS Tunnelling as an exfiltration vector is limited by DNS protocol restrictions and the small number of encoding schemes available, it is still the preferred method by attackers in heavily filtered environments where outbound connectivity is restricted. In particular, some malware programs have used DNS tunnelling. For example, Feederbot\textsuperscript{92} and Moto\textsuperscript{93} are both examples of malware that use DNS TXT records for command and control. A number of exploit kits typically offer multiple exfiltration channels including DNS tunnelling to be used in the most-filtered environment. For instance, Squeaza is an SQL injection tool that supports three exfiltration channels: http errors, timing channels and DNS tunnelling.

**Timing Channels**

This method of exfiltration usually appears in literature describing threats but rarely in literature aiming to detect or prevent exfiltration, yet it can be exploited by sophisticated attackers for data exfiltration. A timing channel is an extremely subtle form of hidden channel which works by sending an innocuous packet to an external recipient at a particular time, such that the time delay between packets represents a particular byte value\textsuperscript{94}. Such a vector is very difficult to detect, as any traffic could potentially be carrying a timing channel, and the information being communicated is not embedded in the packets themselves, merely in the delay between them.

**Wireless Networks**

An increasingly relevant and sometimes overlooked exfiltration vector is the sniffing of wirelessly broadcast traffic. With many wireless networks still insufficiently secured\textsuperscript{95}, and businesses making more and more use of wirelessly-connected laptops, tablets, smartphones and other devices, the threat of attackers passively listening to an organisation’s traffic is a very real one, and many connected devices leak information\textsuperscript{96}. Such broadcast-interceptions are not limited to typical wireless networks. In 2009, it was discovered that military adversaries of the United States in Iraq were able to access the video feeds of Predator drones by simply listening on the correct channel\textsuperscript{97}. Any medium which broadcasts information to an unknown number of users – be it a satellite transmission or a corporate wireless network – should be handled carefully when it comes to confidential information.

**Virtual Machine Vulnerabilities**

Modern businesses are making greater use of virtual machines hosted by a third party. However, virtualised computing infrastructure carries its own risks with regards to data exfiltration – including the risk of a service provider being able to access your data, even if it is encrypted\textsuperscript{98} – and a number of articles in literature point out covert channels available to attackers targeting such systems. These threats mostly come from co-residency, where a malicious virtual machine is set up on the same physical machine as a target virtual machine. Such a situation can be detected by the malicious machine\textsuperscript{10} using watermarks to identify the target, and then a number of covert channels can be employed to transfer data from one virtual machine to the other, including exploitation of the physical machine’s cache\textsuperscript{99} and memory bus\textsuperscript{100}, as well as utilising timing channels over network sockets\textsuperscript{101}. 
Cybercriminals have been infecting consumer PCs with information-stealing trojans for years in the hope of harvesting potentially lucrative information such as credit card data or account credentials. Recently however, there has been a growing trend to target Point of Sale (POS) systems. Malware that infects POS terminals can be one of the most efficient ways to carry out payment card fraud because it targets machines with access to large amounts of the required data. Instead of going through the trouble of infecting tens of thousands of consumer PCs or physically installing a skimmer, an attacker can achieve the same results by targeting just a few POS systems with specially crafted malware.

A recent example is the Dexter custom-made malware that harvests credit card data by obtaining memory dumps (the memory contents of programs) from POS software and parsing these to look for payment card data. Uncovered in 2012 by Seculert, Dexter has been involved in a string of data exfiltration attacks in POS systems. Around the period preceding December 2012, Dexter was used to infect hundreds of point-of-sale computers at big-name retailers, hotels, restaurants, and other businesses in about 40 different countries. A second string of cyber-attacks was reported by the Payment Association of South Africa (Pasa) in October 2013 where payment card systems of thousands of shops, restaurants and hotels had been compromised.

The past ten years are littered with other examples of POS compromises affecting government agencies and businesses in almost every sector including hotels, restaurants, retailers, etc. Many of the most egregious data breaches are never publicly disclosed, the only externality where the attackers either compromise company servers or infect POS terminals through physical means (for example, plugging a USB key into an unattended POS terminal) can also provide access. If the target is a large retail company, the attacker(s) can assume that it is a Level 1 PCI compliant merchant. Therefore in downloading the malware suite of tools, probably in the form of a single compressed file, the attacker will choose a communication protocol (FTP, HTTPS, RDP, VNC, DNS, etc.) that has a higher chance of connection success without encountering egress proxy issues.

Alternatively, as shown by the incident tree modelling the attack, the attacker can propagate the malware through the network using pass-the-hash attacks and privilege escalation to gain access to POS terminals. Using OS fingerprinting techniques, the attacker targets only systems that run Windows or other compatible platforms. Once copied on a victim computer, a typical scenario involves the malware injecting code in a known process (for example, as a DLL into the Internet Explorer process iexplore.exe, on Windows) as a way to conceal itself and to bypass firewall restrictions since Internet Explorer is allowed network access by most firewalls. On Windows-based POS platforms, malware such as Dexter ensures persistence to system restarts by writing to the ‘Run’ registry key. As soon as it is installed and launched on a host computer, the malware connects to its C2 server via HTTP by sending a message via HTTP POST containing host details such as username, platform configuration (operating system and processor type) and the list of running programs (process names). It may use an overt exfiltration channel with encryption to avoid detection by traffic inspection.

Upon receiving the list of process names from a malware instance, the C2 server determines the type of POS software that is running on the victim computer. After a successful match, instructions are sent to the malware to perform memory dumps of the identified POS software process and parse the memory contents to extract payment card data. Dexter for instance, will parse the memory contents to extract Track 1/Track2 data of payment cards. Other commands emanating from the C2 server could configure the time instances when the malware should scrape memory for such data.

**Detecting and Preventing RAM Scraping Data Exfiltration**

In any enterprise network, focusing exclusively on intrusion prevention is a lost cause as the opportunities for attackers to gain access to the network abound. S/he may buy a compromised host in the network from a bot herder, craft a reasonable phishing email, or use a remote vulnerability in the content management system (CMS) of the marketing department’s most visited web destination for iframe-redirection to his/her Metasploit server. By looking at the chain of events leading to the exfiltration in the incident tree, it is possible to propose barriers (as illustrated by the inhibit barriers in the figure) in the form of detection/prevention mechanisms that will alert or block the occurrence of some of the events and thus disrupt or, at the very least, detect the propagation and operation of the malware memory scraper.
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Anatomy of Data Exfiltration by RAM Scraping
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C2 Connection via HTTP

Barriers to detect, prevent and mitigate RAM scraping exfiltration
So assuming that the attacker is already in the network, his/her next step would be to locate payment card data and install the memory scraper malware on the POS terminals. Hence, a first set of countermeasures could aim at detecting/mitigating network enumeration, credential brute forcing, privilege escalation and pass-the-hash attacks. Another countermeasure is to restrict Internet connections on POS terminals by deploying a perimeter firewall and a proxy server such as Squid that uses Access Control Lists to only allow connections to permitted hosts.

If the attacker is already equipped with the payment processing network segment location and the requisite credentials to access it, then the most useful indicators to focus on for detection are 1) the importation of a tool set on a host, 2) a new process running on the POS terminal, and finally 3) the exfiltration of messages or compressed files with uniform size and frequency. Tools can be deployed to trigger alerts on this chain of events or on any specific event. Technologies such as Netflow and sFlow, for instance, monitor IP flows in the network and can use historical net flow data to detect anomalous data transmissions. Many Netflow tools provide a number of pre-installed, well thought-out alerts together with the possibility of creating new alerts. To look for payment card data exfiltration by POS memory scrapers, one could create an alert rule based on repeating byte count patterns above a reasonable threshold and potentially add additional criteria for periodicity.

Such tools also include a rule for ‘Suspect Data Loss’ which trigger alerts on large disparities between the quantity of inbound and outbound packets. Although, a lot of legitimate traffic falls into this category, not just exfiltration, historical flow data on the network is analysed to create a behaviour baseline. This behaviour model can then be used by flow monitoring tools to alert on flow sessions that qualify as suspect outliers. Furthermore, application and process change detection should be in effect on all payment card processing systems. Any change on the end point or multiple end points should be cause for immediate analysis.

Finally, the opportunity of using memory scrapers to steal payment card data arises because of the fleeting moment the data from the payment card’s magnetic stripe is read into memory at the POS terminal before being encrypted and sent to the card payment processor. End-to-end encryption of the payment card data is necessary right from the moment the card details are read at the POS terminal to when the payment is authorised by the payment processor.
Detecting Data Exfiltration

Organisations can counter the threat of data exfiltration from their systems by utilising a range of methods including those for detecting ongoing attempts as well as ones for identifying which people or system components were involved in a breach after the fact. Timely detection of exfiltration attempts can enable prevention, while retroactive identification of leaks can help an organisation repair the confidentiality of its systems and prevent recurring damage as well as determine impact by ascertaining specifics of loss.

Of course, a definitive checklist is not possible or feasible given the diversity of security needs and security postures acceptable to different organisations. However, Table 1 provides a helpful guide to decide which solutions enable detection of particular data exfiltration methods. The table can be used to tailor an organisation’s response to potential data exfiltration attempts. Known overt channels (e.g. HTTP, FTP, IM, P2P, Email/Webmail) are high-risk channels that are monitored through the deployment of filters at a channel-specific proxy or gateway (e.g. HTTP proxy or email proxy). For example, filters for these channels are configured as content-matching rules/signatures that allow files or protocol messages to be blocked on a positive match. Unknown overt channels, on the other hand, are overt channels which are not known to an organisation and therefore not monitored i.e. there are no filters in place to block data being exfiltrated via these channels. Encrypted channels used for exfiltration include SSH, SCP, SFTP, HTTPS or VPN. These use readily available encryption schemes such as SSL/TLS to obfuscate sensitive data and thwart the filters scanning traffic at the network boundary. Steganographic channels, which are growing in popularity for data exfiltration, include image, network and VoIP steganography. To further confuse content analysis attempts (for example, through the use of steganalysis filters), attackers may encrypt the data before embedding them into the steganographic medium.

**Known Channel Inspection**

One of the simpler approaches to detecting data exfiltration attempts is to inspect outgoing traffic on high-risk channels, searching for sensitive material through defined patterns, keywords or hashes. Proxy servers for each channel under inspection intercept outgoing data and submit it to content inspection products for analysis. Thus, proxy servers for email, IM, FTP channels enable the content of files to be handed to content analysers to look for matches in keywords, personally identifiable information, hashes, defined patterns or files flagged by signatures. A positive match identifies the data as sensitive and thus an unauthorised attempt to exfiltrate data across network boundaries. These tools cause transfers to be blocked by the channel's proxy server while alerting information security personnel.

A particularly common channel for this sort of monitoring is email. The ubiquity and simplicity of email as a transfer mechanism, combined with the relative ease with which it can be monitored via a mail proxy, make it a good target for detection systems. More advanced approaches look at identifying whether emails should be sent based on the topics a recipient is able to access²⁴,²⁵, which has a dual benefit in that it prevents accidental leakage through misdirected mail.

**Known Overt: HTTP, FTP, IM, P2P, Email/Webmail**

* Known Channel Inspection: ✓
* Network Monitoring: ✓
* Host Access Analysis/Logging: ✓
* Leakage Flow Analysis (Post Hoc): ✓

**Unknown Overt: HTTP, FTP, IM, P2P, Email/Webmail**

* Known Channel Inspection: X
* Network Monitoring: ✓
* Host Access Analysis/Logging: %
* Leakage Flow Analysis (Post Hoc): ✓

**Encrypted: SSH, SCP, SFTP, HTTPS, VPN**

* Known Channel Inspection: %
* Network Monitoring: %
* Host Access Analysis/Logging: %
* Leakage Flow Analysis (Post Hoc): ✓

**Protocol Tunnelling: e.g. HTTP, DNS, ICMP Tunnels**

* Known Channel Inspection: %
* Network Monitoring: ✓
* Host Access Analysis/Logging: %
* Leakage Flow Analysis (Post Hoc): X

**Steganography: Image, Network or VoIP Steganography**

* Known Channel Inspection: %
* Network Monitoring: %
* Host Access Analysis/Logging: %
* Leakage Flow Analysis (Post Hoc): ✓

**Timing Channels**

* Known Channel Inspection: X
* Network Monitoring: X
* Host Access Analysis/Logging: ✓
* Leakage Flow Analysis (Post Hoc): ✓

**Steganography + Encryption**

* Known Channel Inspection: X
* Network Monitoring: X
* Host Access Analysis/Logging: ✓
* Leakage Flow Analysis (Post Hoc): ✓

Table 1: The coverage of common approaches to exfiltration detection. ✓ + indicates this method usually detects exfiltration attempts of this type, a % indicates the method can be made to cover this threat, or partially covers this threat, and a X × indicates this threat is not covered.
Network Monitoring

An approach which broadens the coverage of threats while still providing timely detection is to monitor not a single channel but all network traffic moving out of an organisation. Specialised deep packet inspection (DPI) products can be used to inspect all outgoing data packets for overlaps with confidential data\(^\text{39}\). The impact of DPI on network performance can be troublesome for networks with large throughput, but there are systems designed to more rapidly handle such volumes, including hardware acceleration to minimise its overhead\(^\text{40}\). It is worth noting that DPI can be considered highly intrusive for legitimate users of a network, and that such intrusion may lead to increased purposeful evasion of the monitoring system. Attempts have been made to technologically balance the demands of privacy and enforcing confidentiality in designing such systems\(^\text{41}\). DPI systems should theoretically detect all undisguised transmission of sensitive materials, but encryption and steganography remain troublesome and indeed might be viewed as more of an issue than in analysis of a known channel, due to the wide range of possible non-malicious traffic. Again, some steganalysis tools exist\(^\text{42};\text{43}\) to help deal with protocol tunnelling and disguised traffic, but encryption remains a problem. Flagging all encrypted traffic passing through a network boundary as a possible leak would be an unhelpful approach, and yet it would also usually be undesirable – leaving aside questions of feasibility – to attempt decryption on purposefully secured traffic.

One solution to this is to monitor network packets not for their content, but to discover abnormal patterns of behaviour. Learning from an organisation’s normal traffic patterns, tools can identify users\(^\text{44}\), detect aberrations in traffic rates caused by exfiltration attempts\(^\text{45}\) and flag suspicious data transfers even though the data being transmitted is encrypted\(^\text{26}\). Such an approach, appropriately deployed, can even be useful in detecting passive snooping on local wireless networks\(^\text{34};\text{35}\). Abnormal behaviour detection is also useful to detect tunnelling. For instance, many of the DNS tunnelling tools available do not try to be stealthy; they rely on the fact that DNS is often not monitored. Analyses of DNS request/response payloads can help to detect tunnelling indicators. Similarly, the volume and frequency of traffic over a particular channel can be an indication of tunnelling.

Network anomaly detection using flow-based evaluation can help identify spikes in outbound traffic egressing border firewalls as exfiltration. A network flow is defined as a unidirectional sequence of packets that all share the same characteristics such as ingress interface, source/destination IP addresses, source/destination ports for TCP/UDP protocols, to name but a few. Network flow monitoring standards Netflow, SFlow or IPFIX and implementing tools can be used by administrators on the corporate network to determine the baseline ‘normal’ netflows between workstations and servers, and in particular network segments. This network-centric approach enables network administrators to monitor and control the flow of data within the network. Any anomalies that exceed the normal traffic patterns can thus be detected and appropriate action taken to investigate these outliers. Attackers often use an encrypted channel to bypass network security devices. An additional measure in monitoring all traffic leaving the organisation is to detect any unauthorised use of encryption (for example SSL/TLS connections with unknown IP addresses). This enables organisations to detect rogue connections, terminate them and investigate the infected source computer. If an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is in place, it is also recommended that DNS queries on unusual domain names (for example, outside the Access Control List) are blocked. This requires that DNS query logging is enabled to detect hostname lookup for known malicious C2 domains.

Host-based Access Analysis

An alternative to monitoring network traffic for already-outbound sensitive data is to monitor the storage system containing the data and making note of unusual patterns of access. This can be implemented as part of a database management system\(^\text{12};\text{13}\) for a central share, or even at the file system or system call level\(^\text{11};\text{20};\text{63};\text{38}\) for servers or employee machines.

Such systems need not be particularly complex in their modelling of suspicious activity and engage in fastidious monitoring activities that penalise performance. Simple logging and analysis of particular patterns of access to the file system, database or the OS’s system call library can trigger alerts for exfiltration\(^\text{40};\text{45}\) – a sequence of operations such as encrypt → compress → http-web might, for example, be interpreted as an exfiltration attempt. Even non-remote threats are somewhat countered by such a system and, with specific countermeasures, host systems storing confidential data can not only detect but also protect themselves against duplication to unauthorised devices\(^\text{39}\) or remote hosts\(^\text{40}\). Beyond the detection of individual events, such access analysis tools could prove useful in diagnosis of the techniques used by attackers\(^\text{26}\), and in recovery efforts.

There are trade-offs between monitoring network traffic and monitoring host storage systems. For example, individually innocuous actions on many machines within an organisation might add up to a breach of proper access, which a host-based analysis system would not detect but a network-based monitor would consider suspicious\(^\text{39}\). Yet again, host-based access analysis could help protect data from being physically removed from an organisation’s network on mobile devices\(^\text{37};\text{38};\text{47}\) – a consideration apt for increasingly mobile modern work environments.

Leakage Flow Analysis

Technical detection of on-going exfiltration is one aspect of the problem. Organisations must also analyse the risk involved in trusting agents with information, and pay attention to identification of the components of a system which were involved in a data breach which has already been carried out. The value of such work lies in identification of attacker strategies\(^\text{39}\), and these approaches have been effective in actual deployments\(^\text{39}\).

Methods range from modelling the possible propagation of data\(^\text{39}\) and risk involved in its dissemination\(^\text{47}\) to more proactive methods whereby slightly different information is allocated to parties so that if leaks happen the culprit can be identified based on which version of the information was revealed\(^\text{45};\text{61}\).

Watermarking

A technique that appears in tandem with a number of other detection strategies is the digital watermarking of sensitive files. The relatively simple measure of a small signature inserted into documents for identification purposes or applied to relational databases\(^\text{47}\) can help with post-hoc leakage point identification\(^\text{11};\text{22}\) by uniquely marking the origin of exfiltrated material and with real-time detection of exfiltration attempts by containing signatures to which a DPI product can remain alert\(^\text{44}\).

The vulnerability of watermarking is its detection. If an attacker identifies and removes a digital watermark, the aid it offers to monitoring services as well as leakage tracing is removed. For this reason, watermarks need to be discreet when embedded in sensitive data or documents.
**Case Study: IP Data Exfiltration**

The purpose IP data exfiltration attacks includes industrial espionage as well as collecting intellectual property for competitive advantage. Such attacks may span over several months as the attackers perform reconnaissance of the network environment for further attack planning. The attackers seek to steal intellectual property such as design documents, source code, chemical formulae and manufacturing processes for advanced materials.

An example of such an attack is the Nitro attack, codenamed by Symantec, that targeted a total of 29 Fortune 500 companies in the chemical sector and another 19 in various other sectors, primarily the defence sector. The geographical distribution of the Nitro attacks meant that attackers targeted companies that they knew possessed some intellectual property of interest. An alternative reason may be because they believed these companies had less stringent security measures in place and therefore presented an easier access point for data exfiltration.

**Anatomy of IP Data Exfiltration**

IP data exfiltration attack perpetrators use similar tactics as in the previous case studies to gain access to the target organisation's network. The Nitro Attacks perpetrators, for instance, employed simple social engineering tactics to infiltrate the networks of the targeted organisations. They first researched desired targets and then sent an email specifically to each of them. Following common attackers' doctrines, they focused their attention on hacking the weakest link: the employees rather than attempting to defeat the infrastructure perimeter defences.

Whether it is through concealed executable files, weaponised documents or malicious links, the initial intrusion step results in the installation of malicious code (such as a rootkit) to enable initial host access and control. As it is often the case, an initial infection will result in the sequential download and installation of malicious software (for example, a remote access tool or a tool to capture password hashes) to enable a more effective control of the compromised machine and penetration of the network.

In the Nitro IP Data Exfiltration attacks, for instance, after the initial intrusion and rootkit deployment, the rootkit program, authenticated with the Command and Control server via TCP port 80 and upon success, received binary code containing Poison Ivy, a common backdoor Trojan. The Poison Ivy Remote Access Tool (RAT), once downloaded and installed, provided remote access to the compromised host for external control of computers or servers. Usually RAT tools are configured to operate in a reverse-connect mode. In this mode, they pull commands from the central C2 servers and then execute the commands, rather than C2 servers initiating the command sequence. This type of connectivity enables them to avoid detection, as the traffic is mostly outbound from the compromised host to C2 rather than inbound. The communication between backdoors and their C2 servers (as is the case with the Poison Ivy Trojan) are often encrypted by the transmission protocol to obfuscate the messages from network monitoring tools that perform deep packet inspection.

With the RAT in place and successfully authenticated, the attackers can then instruct the RAT instance to provide the infected computer’s IP address, the names of all other computers in the workgroup or domain, and dumps of Windows cached password hashes. Using various tactics such as pass-the-hash attacks or cracked Windows password hashes, the attackers proceed to gain access to other computers with the same Network Logon user rights. In a typical attack scenario, an attacker after intrusion on a host may start digital shoulder-surfing to establish the employee’s role and their level of access. If initial entry points may not be strategic enough for the attackers’ purpose, they will seek user accounts with more elevated access rights to relevant services and servers. To this end, the attackers may perform privilege escalation on non-administrative users in the targeted systems, and then move on to gain access to key high value targets, which include process experts and IT and non-IT specific server administrators. With domain administrator credentials, for instance, it is easy for the attacker to traverse the network and find servers hosting the desired intellectual property and gain access to the sensitive materials.

Once the attackers have identified the desired intellectual property, they establish access to staging servers at key aggregation points on the network; this is done to prepare the data for exfiltration. Data is copied to internal staging servers, aggregated, compressed and encrypted for exfiltration. The exfiltration channel used depends on the degree of covertness of the attack, the volume of data to be exfiltrated and the likelihood that the exfiltration will be detected. For instance, some attackers maintain a presence in the enterprise networks for months waiting for valuable data. In such a case, using a covert exfiltration channel such as SSH or DNS tunneling for transmitting data to external staging servers is less likely to be detected.

However, if the volume of data is large and the security controls in place make detection likely, the attackers’ goal may be to steal as much valuable data as possible before detection. In this case, high-bandwidth overt channels such as FTP or HTTP are the usual recourse.
Anatomy of IP Data Exfiltration
Network Intrusion Data Exfiltration & Concealment

1. Local host compromised via social engineering
   1.1 PoisonIvy RAT installation on opening email attachment

2. Network infection via lateral movement
   1.2 PoisonIvy RAT connects to C2 server over TCP port 80
   1.3 IP address, network enumeration, Windows password hashes sent to C2 server

3. Gain access to a host storing intellectual property
   3.1 Use domain admin credentials
   3.2 Install tools for better network penetration

4. Locate data and move to internal staging servers
   4.1 Aggregate data and encrypt for obfuscation
   4.2 Compress data into archive files

5. Upload data to remote site via exfiltration channel
   5.1 If in stealth mode, use covert channel such as DNS tunneling, or VPN, SSH, Timing channels, network/ image/VoIP steganography
   5.2 For fast extraction and exit, use high-bandwidth overt channel e.g. FTP, HTTP, Email

Host-based detection
Detect sequence of operations on host as anomalous e.g. (encrypt, compress, http-web), (encrypt, compress, smtp-mail), (encrypt, ssh)

Channel inspection
Proxy server integrated with DLP solution for content analysis
- Robust string matching techniques to find known patterns in content
- File fingerprinting - exact data matching
- Partial document matching - cyclic checksums of documents
- Signature-based matching - signatures added to proxy servers and email filters

Network Anomaly Detection
- Flow-based evaluation if volume of data are too high for a payload or at least a header inspection e.g. Netflow, sFlow tools. Rules to trigger alerts on suspicious data flows
- Use of Data Loss Prevention tools to detect anomaly in traffic frequency and volume. Large spikes in https traffic occurring better firewalls transmitting to an unknown IP destination

Malware defences:
- Host monitoring
- Anti-malware protection
- Zero day protection
- Scanning and blocking email attachments
- Antivirus scanning at web proxy

Network monitoring:
- Deep Packet Inspection (DPI)

Countermeasures for detecting and preventing IP Data Exfiltration

I/O rules and policies e.g. block DNS queries on unusual domain name i.e. outside Access Control List

Controlled use of administrative privileges

Partial document matching – cyclical hashing of documents

Signature-based matching
Signatures added to proxy servers and email filters

IDS rules and policies e.g. block DNS query on unusual domain name i.e. outside Access Control List

Controlled use of administrative privileges

Network monitoring:
- Deep Packet Inspection (DPI)
Detecting and Preventing Data Exfiltration

The data exfiltration in the Nitro Attacks concerned mainly data-at-rest i.e. data residing in file systems, databases and other storage methods. When applying data exfiltration security controls to data-at-rest, it is essential to identify the location of sensitive data in the organisation. This is performed using tools for data discovery scanning. Data discovery has two uses. The primary use of this control is for discovering sensitive data on data depositories. These tools include the capability to perform content inspection on documents and can, therefore, be configured with policies to look for sensitive content. Documents tagged as ‘confidential’ might be a simple example of such policies. Discovery scanning can also be used to generate string-comparison (regular-expressions) rules for content matching of files containing structured content. With regards to unstructured data, the scanner can generate fingerprinting data, hashes or file signatures that can be used by filters to detect exfiltration of this type of data.

A common technique to protect documents is to tag document with particular keywords and then use an antivirus tool such as ClamAV to generate signatures (hexadecimal patterns). This signature can then be added to a proxy server (e.g., Squid) to block these documents from leaving the organisation, for example, as email attachments. A variant of this technique is the digital watermarking of sensitive files.

As can be seen in the figure opposite, possible barriers can be selected from the arsenal of exfiltration countermeasures and deployed. Examples include: channel inspection and network Monitoring (content inspection, deep packet inspection, signature-matching, IDS DNS rules, network anomaly detection), host-based access control and analysis, controlled use of administrative privileges, and malware defences.
Preventing and Mitigating Data Exfiltration

Prevention and mitigation systems are distinguished from detection systems in that while some systems for the detection of exfiltration can be used to prevent it, not all approaches to prevention will alert the owner that exfiltration has been attempted. As with detection measures, a definitive checklist of preventive measures is not possible or feasible given the varying needs and business contexts in which different organisations operate. However, Table 2 provides a helpful guide to decide which prevention and mitigation approaches are more suited to countering particular types of exfiltration methods. The table can be an aid to identifying suitable preventive measures as part of an organisation’s information security and risk management strategy.

### Actuated Detection Systems

Many exfiltration detection systems can be empowered to automatically or semi-automatically block transfers they consider suspicious. This can be implemented on many levels, from email filters, which refuse to forward suspicious attachments to database management systems that refuse to respond to suspicious queries, to deep packet inspection gateways that refuse to forward packets containing sensitive data.

The opportunities for actuation can be more fine-grained than simply allowing or denying access. In some cases it is beneficial to instead mask the sensitive portions of outgoing material, leaving non-sensitive information intact while protecting the organisation’s confidentiality. More cunningly, an intelligent detection system could replace the requested sensitive information with plausible decoy information, beginning a retaliatory disinformation campaign against an attacker.

The strength of protection provided by an actuated detection system depends for the most part on the coverage of detectable threats, particularly the false negative rate – the rate at which the detection system misses exfiltration attempts. Systems which deny access in response to detection run the risk of alerting attackers that their attempts are being monitored, perhaps prompting them to make use of more covert methods, while systems which merely mask sensitive information may still reveal contextual information which aids attackers in recovering it.

### Security Policy Assistance Tools

One of the most fundamental measures for mitigating exfiltration threat is properly defining security policies regarding granting and maintaining the access to and storage of sensitive material. While this countermeasure is primarily organisational, technological solutions exist to help with adherence to policy frameworks.

These solutions range from policy enforcement software which directly interpret formulations of security policy to protect local access to data to systems which regulate the recipients of forwarded information according to policy, to systems for ensuring that third parties are adhering to your security policies.

Encryption is key in many security policies regarding interaction with cloud services, and related work looks specifically at how cloud services can provide assurances regarding their own encryption practices. Perhaps the best systems, where possible, involve the encryption of data before it is sent to a cloud storage device, but this raises questions about service providers’ ability to assure the integrity of encrypted data.

### Self-Protecting Data

Many exfiltration prevention systems designed for static corporate networks suffer in mobile contexts, whether the mobility is physical (as with the increasing use of mobile devices which need access to sensitive data) or digital (as with data moved to virtualised storage space owned by a third party). A key modern requirement is for prevention of data theft while data is being duplicated from device to device in order to be accessed.

The obvious approach to such a requirement is to make use of encryption, storing data in a format which is unusable without the proper credentials. A number of encryption schemes are suitable for such a purpose and encryption can easily be applied in an automatic manner to save effort on the user’s part. From such components, we reach the concept of self-protecting or security-aware data, where a software layer implementing corporate security policy wraps an encrypted container for sensitive data.

Such containers can be implemented in software or with additional hardware support to assure integrity. Self-protecting data schemes such as this rely on encryption to protect information from being stolen from storage devices, but could still be vulnerable to attacks stealing information from memory analysis on a compromised host, as well as more

---

**Table 2: The coverage of common approaches to exfiltration prevention.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exfiltration Prevention and Mitigation</th>
<th>Actuated Detection Systems</th>
<th>Security Policy Tools</th>
<th>Self-Protecting Data</th>
<th>Low-Level Snooping Defenses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Known Overt: HTTP, FTP, IM, P2P, Email/Webmail</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown Overt: HTTP, FTP, IM, P2P, Email/Webmail</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encrypted: SSH, SCP, SFTP, HTTPS, VPN</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol Tunnelling: HTTP, DNS, ICMP Tunnels</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steganography: Image, Network or VoIP, Steganography</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing Channels</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steganography + Encryption</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Future Trends

New and emerging technologies are shaping work practices and organisational cultures and, hence, the security landscape for the next 5-7 years. It is important that strategies, technologies, tools and techniques for detecting and preventing data exfiltration take into account the potential exfiltration channels enabled by these emerging trends.

Our analysis has derived insights into these issues from technology analysis reports, news and Internet sources, via responses from a survey of security professionals on the expected future technologies and work practices in their organisations and through several open-ended interviews with (non-security) professionals on trends expected to impact the future workplace.

Of course, most technological trends are likely to have an impact on an organisation’s security posture with regards to data exfiltration. However, there are three key trends that have the potential both in isolation and in combination to pose significant challenges in this regard.

Hyper-mobility

The prevalence of smart phones, tablets and applications and the resulting ‘bring your own device’ culture leads to mobility in a range of dimensions:

- **Mobility of devices**, that is physical mobility of work devices (e.g., the use of laptops, tablets, smart phones instead of office desktop computers);
- **Mobility of device function**, for instance, using personal devices both for work and entertainment and use of multiple devices for a given work, e.g., using a tablet and a smartphone to edit a given report;
- **Mobility of ownership**, for example, using personal devices for work, selling off a device and getting a replacement at an individual’s will;
- **Mobility of Work Location**, whereby work is carried out from varying physical locations, such as home office, clients’ site, coffee shops, libraries, hot-desk rental spaces, etc.

Exfiltration vectors

A number of exfiltration vectors are unleashed by such hyper-mobility. For example, use of a mobile device for multiple functions (such as entertainment, shopping, social networking, as well as work) implies access and use of less trustworthy sites, applications, and services. This, coupled with the access and storage of confidential data on the same device leads to obvious exfiltration threats. More so, the transfer of data between multiple devices, the use of various communication protocols by applications on such devices and the use of virtualised infrastructures opens up a range of possible exfiltration channels.

However, exfiltration countermeasures need to adapt to this hyper-mobile context as restricting mobility can be highly counter-productive, leading to loss of revenues, if it is not complemented by training and investment in workplace-provided and authenticated devices. In particular, use of own devices for work is widely accepted by employees primarily because they benefit from the convenience of this arrangement: they can work where and when they need without loss of any familiar or necessary applications, configurations and customisations. In fact, mobility restrictions are likely to foster additional exfiltration vectors through concealed use of personal mobile devices and concealed use of Internet (social media, games, etc.) via tunnelling or peer-to-peer protocols. In the former case, sensitive data can be exfiltrated through a compromised device, while the latter could render countermeasures such as known channel inspection and network monitoring ineffective.

Detecting and Preventing Data Exfiltration
Hyper-connectivity
Continuous connectivity is already perceived to be an essential utility for most businesses. When working from a variety of physical locations using a mobile device, users rely on various (often untrusted) wireless networks. Use of (untrusted) Wi-Fi networks is motivated by their cost-free availability in many public places (such as cafes and libraries) and convenience for working on the move.

Exfiltration Vectors
Any data transmitted via such third-party networks would be susceptible to eavesdropping. The ready availability and use of VoIP services, instant message applications and email and the like respectively open up a range of exfiltration channels such as VOIP steganography or exfiltration via encrypted attachments. Furthermore, the potential for wearable computers and their interactions with mobile devices and the wider Internet of Things that form part of an individual's personal network could be compromised to access and extract sensitive data. For instance, such data could be posted (following encryption) to a public site where such wearable devices post information which is later accessed by the attacker.

Mitigation of threats arising from such hyper-connectivity require effective support for employees while on the move and using third-party networks. This includes use of secure access protocols to the company's network and end-to-end encryption of all transmitted data. Furthermore, the scope of exfiltration monitoring tools should be extended incorporating close and deep analysis of network traffic to/from users utilising third-party networks.

Hyper-virtualisation
Cloud computing and Internet-based services are leading to an extreme form of virtualisation. Such virtualisation has three key dimensions:

Service virtualisation refers to some business providing or consuming services purely digitally, without any own physical resources. For instance, a company may be providing a service to a customer where, in actual fact, that business, in turn, sources the said service from another company. A company may be dependent on a number of other companies for provision or use of such virtual services. For instance, in addition to sourcing web hosting, a company may use a virtual accountancy service, whereby all its accountancy is carried out by a 3rd party via invoices passed to a Dropbox account. Service virtualisation is motivated by cost saving, for example, due to specialisation, as for web hosting service providers; savings on physical expenses, as in case of printing and postage costs for invoices; as well as efficient use of time and convenience.

Virtualisation of teams occurs due to hyper-mobility of employees who are assigned to work on the same task from their current (geographically far removed) locations. This can be motivated by cost-cutting considerations (e.g., the workforce in developing countries will be less expensive), but also – more significantly – by the desire to access highly skilled and specialised professionals.

Virtualisation of employment refers to use of digital only information exchange and contacts in making an employment offer to an individual. This practice is already used by many companies, and could include, for instance, (i) identification of potential employees through blog trawling or publications relevance (e.g., companies inviting postgraduates or researchers for interviews based on their publications relevant to the company's R & D), (ii) holding interviews with the candidates via teleconferencing tools (e.g., Skype, Google Hangout, and shared documents for real-time typing of solutions to posed problems).

Exfiltration Vectors
Several data exfiltration threats arise due to service virtualisation such as data storage and management processes and procedures at the service provider site. Countermeasures are often hard to implement given the lack of ownership of the virtualised service and infrastructure. However, data exfiltration prevention strategies should seek to establish whether; data is stored securely in encrypted format, access to the data is properly authorised, data is transmitted via secure communication protocols, and hardware used is up-to-date and secure. Furthermore, since virtual teams are fully dependent on telecommunication for their work, they often use such tools as instant messaging, email, file sharing, VoIP and so on – all of which substantially increase movement of data between devices, through (partially- and un-trusted) networks and a wide range of utility applications. All this could cause a continuous flux in software and hardware toolset that needs to be secured, monitored, and maintained by the virtual organisation, thus adding a number of potential exfiltration vectors (at least one per each data communication tool/technology and device) and stretching an organisation's ability to detect and prevent data exfiltration effectively.

Virtualisation of employment opens up advanced social engineering threats. An intruder could either deliberately set up blogs and postings that masquerade him/her as a suitable candidate for employment at a target company, or hijack another individual's identity, passing the interviews and thus, gaining access to data of interest to him/her.
The Rise of the Purely Virtual Organisation

Together, hyper-mobility, hyper-connectivity and hyper-virtualisation lead to the emergence of large purely virtual organisations fully dependent on service procurement and provision via the Internet and the cloud. Such an organisation does not own any offices – employees work from a wide variety of locations. It does not own any hardware – employees use their own hardware for business use or cloud-based services. Neither work force nor customers operate within any set physical or geographical boundaries. Such organisations already exist on various scales and are growing in number. They also participate in complex supply chains with other more traditional organisations (or those that are not yet at the extreme end of this hyper-mobile, hyper-connected, hyper-virtualised setting). As such the exfiltration vectors multiply to pose a variety of challenges. These arise from data crossing platform, administrative, organisational and geographical boundaries on a regular basis and requiring very sophisticated, yet unavailable, countermeasures to mitigate the threats posed by APTs and other attackers interesting in compromising data assets. Protecting data that is, for all intents and purposes, constantly in motion and in use across such an array of boundaries may yet be the biggest challenge we face with regards to security.

This document has covered typical data exfiltration means, counter measures and their effectiveness as well as key trends and patterns that may be indicative of data exfiltration from an organisation. We have also highlighted links between particular business practices and technologies and data exfiltration and how new and emerging technologies and/or business practices may impact data exfiltration modes, patterns and countermeasures.

The document is aimed at providing guidance that enables organisations to benchmark themselves against the state-of-the-art and state-of-the-practice in dealing with data exfiltration threats. Such a comparison is expected to reveal the areas where a particular entity (i.e., organisation) needs to improve its knowledge, expertise, competencies and technological innovation to either identify and thwart or recover with minimum loss from a data exfiltration attempt.

Summary

Our analysis of systems and approaches for detecting and preventing data exfiltration identifies three key areas in which a collective effort is required to improve security capability:

1. A stronger focus is needed on recovery post-exfiltration. Most approaches focus on detection, prevention and mitigation. However, there is no perfect solution to securing the increasingly complex corporate environments. As such recovery has to be a key focus of strategies, tools and techniques dealing with data exfiltration threats.

2. Current approaches and commercial systems mainly focus on policy specification and implementation for preventive measures. Examples of such measures include “drop all encrypted channels” as they cannot be examined by IDS or “block Dropbox access from sections of network holding sensitive data”. However, such measures – though they may provide short-term solutions – do not fit in with modern working practices and often encourage users to find workarounds which, in itself, leads to further data exfiltration risks.

3. Given the complexity of modern organisational eco-systems and the emerging hyper-mobility, connectivity and virtualisation, the focus need to shift from ‘Information Protection’ only to an inclusive drive towards ‘Detection and Prevention of Data Exfiltration’. This represents a more comprehensive philosophy that can cater for the threats and countermeasures needed for data at rest, in use and in motion.
## Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Active Directory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APT</td>
<td>Advanced Persistent Threat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Command and Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLP</td>
<td>Data Loss Prevention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNS</td>
<td>Domain Name Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPI</td>
<td>Deep Packet Inspection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTP</td>
<td>File Transfer Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HICCUPS</td>
<td>Hidden Communication System for Corrupted Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP</td>
<td>HyperText Transfer Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTPS</td>
<td>Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDS</td>
<td>Intrusion Detection System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM</td>
<td>Internet Messaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Internet Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPS</td>
<td>Intrusion Prevention System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRC</td>
<td>Internet Relay Chat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2P</td>
<td>Peer to Peer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POS</td>
<td>Point of Sale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R &amp; D</td>
<td>Research and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>Random Access Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAT</td>
<td>Remote Access Tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDP</td>
<td>Remote Desktop Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTPC</td>
<td>RTP Control Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTP</td>
<td>Real-time Transport Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCP</td>
<td>Secure Copy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFTP</td>
<td>SSH File Transfer Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIP</td>
<td>Session Initiation Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQLi</td>
<td>SQL Injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSH</td>
<td>Secure Shell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSL</td>
<td>Secure Sockets Layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>Transmission Control Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLS</td>
<td>Transport Layer Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP</td>
<td>User Datagram Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLAN</td>
<td>Virtual Local Area Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VNC</td>
<td>Virtual Network Computing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VoIP</td>
<td>Voice over IP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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